Nancy Breen, Chair  
Sophie Chen-Wood, Documenter

Key items: 2022 Rides; Bike Infrastructure Priorities; RedGate; Letter re Contributory Negligence Legislation in Maryland.

7:00-7:05: Introductions, modifications to the agenda

7:05-7:20: City Update (Bryan Barnett-Woods, Rockville Bicycle Coordinator)
  1. letter of support for MWCOG Transportation Land Use Connections (TLC) Technical Assistance application for Fleet/Monroe Streets connection (attached)

7:20-7:35 Council Update (Mark Pierzchala, Council Liaison)

7:35-7:55: 2022 Rides (Carl Peterson)

7:55-8:20: Bike Infrastructure Priorities – spreadsheet attached (Bryan Barnett-Woods and Group Discussion)

8:20-8:30: Discussion of RedGate Park cycling facilities (need to draft RBAC letter of support to Council)

8:30-8:40: Tour de Cookie Planning Update (Jonathan Solomon)

8:40-8:50: Letter to Mayor and Council re contributory negligence law in Maryland (Jake Jakubek)

8:50-9:00: Report from RPAC (David Stinchcomb)

RBAC rides video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tt3wbQn2BA
Meetup site: www.meetup.com/bikerockville

March Meeting: Bike racks (Wendy Aaronson)